Pre-Fab Panels - Easy To Install - Use Year Round!

SAVE UP TO 22% ON FOUNDATION ENERGY LOSS!

DESCRIPTION

Smaller, lighter and easier to handle the **FP Ultra LITE Foundation Panels** are the perfect year round solution. Constructed of 1” thick rigid foam insulation the panels will insulate, protect and dress up any exposed foundation.

Designed with speed and efficiency in mind these panels are easily cut with a utility knife and adhered with our all weather adhesives.

The **FP Ultra LITE Foundation Panels** are available in a rich Earthtone Brown Aggregate finish and an attractive Stucco finish.

APPLICATION

Dig around the foundation to the desired depth (usually about 1 foot) Cut the panels to the size needed to cover from the bottom of the siding to the desired depth.

Spread adhesive on panel back. Insert panel into (optional) J-Channel and slide into position (or flush with edge of siding if J-Channel is not necessary).

Corners and Seams are easily disguised using Styro Industries matching trim and corner pieces. Simply cut the pieces with a knife and caulk them into place. Replace dirt and level out to the desired depth.

TECHNICAL DATA

Available Sizes: 1’x 4’, 2’x 4’, 2’x 8’, 4’x 4’ and 4’x 8’

Thicknesses: 1”, 1.5”, 2”

Textures: Stucco and Aggregate

R-Values:  
- 1” Rigid Foam Panel = R5
- 1.5” Rigid Foam Panel = R7.5
- 2” Rigid Foam Panel = R10

F.A.Q.

Q: How are the panels cut?
A: Panels can be snap cut using a Utility Knife and a T-Square. A circular saw with a masonry blade also works great.

Q: How are the panels fastened to the wall?
A: With Styro Industries Mastic or Cold Weather adhesive. J-Channel Trim is also available.

Q: How are panel corners and seams covered?
A: With the stucco texture panels attractive seam an corner pieces can be caulked into place or matching caulk can be used alone. With the Aggregate Panels Matching stone (sold in 5 pound bags) can be hand seeded into caulked seams and corners.

Q: Will the Panels Hold Up to My Weed Eater?
A: Yes. FP Ultra Lite Foundation Panels are very rugged and resistant to damage.

Q: Can damaged panels be repaired?
A: Yes, Using clear caulk and Matching Stone Aggregate (sold in 5 pound bags) damage can be easily repaired or patched with a matching coating on the Stucco textured panels.